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Across Down 
    

1 Overwhelming feeling of loss and sadness as  1 Hero of Sumerian epic considered the earliest 

 though a light has gone out in your life and  great literary work substantially influencing 

 you will never be happy again such as when   the Iliad, Odyssey and Hebrew Bible (to great 

 your cat dies  consternation when revealed in 19th century) 

4 Alternate name for Mormons (initials) 2 Lead role in depressing 1955 Australian play 

7 Charged particle  by Ray Lawler set in Carlton in 50s (played 

8 Colourful Indian garment  by Ernest Borgnine and Noel Ferrier) 

9 Dashing, Anglo-Irish peer known principally  3 Instance of something being encroached on  

 for mystery of whereabouts since 1974 while  or reduced at another’s expense such as the  

 under suspicion for brutal murder of nanny  West Bank 

 (declared legally dead in 1999 title of 8th Earl  4 Controversial French psychoanalyst known  

 passing to heir) (4, 5)  for addition of “mirror” to five stages of 

11 Ottoman Empire (initials)  psychosexual development (oral, anal, phallic, 

12 Inspirational US political slogan typically on  latency and genital) posited by Freud 

 red baseball caps (1, 1, 1, 1) 5 Fafnir, Rhaegal, Viserion, Falkor, Puff etc. 

13 Mythical king of Mycenae who led Greeks at 6 Chief architect of Suleiman the Magnificent 

 Troy, stole beautiful slave girl of Achilles and  known for Süleymaniye Mosque, Istanbul 

 was killed (with new girlfriend Cassandra) 8 Latin term meaning an exhaustive body of  

 by wife Clytemnestra as part of secret plot of   knowledge (… Theologica etc.) 

 lover Aegisthus to avenge father for having 10 Person possessing enhanced abilities due to 

 been tricked into eating his murdered children    divinity of one parent (Achilles, Gilgamesh) 

16 Second holiest site in Islam and burial place  14 Popular Australian children’s TV entertainer  

 of Prophet (with beautiful green masjid)  from 60s with partner Ron Blaskett known  

17 Eazy-E or Eight Elvises (initials)  for blue nightclub act 

18 Great Satan (initials) 15 Happen or occur afterwards esp. as a result 

21 Enormously popular user-upload internet site  19 River in Eastern Poland constituting borders  

 known for witty viewer comments such as   with Ukraine and Belarus with funny name 

 “Mayor Pete is very polite. He always pushes  20 Cool stage name of R’n’B singer born  

 your stool in”  Gabriella Wilson 

24 Celebrated German philosopher known for  21 Yusef Islam (initials) 

 incomprehensible ideas, Nazi sympathies  22 The Golem (initials) 

 and torrid affair with Hannah Arendt 23 Spectral European actor in most famous role  

   in Swedish cinema (initials) 
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